
 

 

Shannon Bundschuh - Day 1 “Divide & Solder”, Day 2 - “Tiers for Ears” 

TOOLS/MATERIALS STUDENTS MUST PROVIDE: 

STUDENT MATERIALS LIST // Divide & Solder // DAY 1 

Stones: 2 Cabochons of your choosing. I recommend coordinating or complementary colors but have differences in 

opacity, size, texture, shape and/or cut (ie. smooth vs. rose cut). Please see photos for examples. The smaller stone of 

the two should not be much larger than 15 x 20mm and the larger stone should not exceed 35mm in length. If you are 

also adding the optional casting, keep that stone on the skinny side width wise (~15mm). If not adding a casting, the 

width can be up to 20mm.  

Optional Raised Stone Prong Setting: 

If you would like one of your stones to be a double-sided facetted stone instead of flat backed, I will demonstrate how to 

raise up your stone to set it in a prong setting. This is a more advanced option.  

For this option you will need: 

Sterling Silver patterned wire, approx. 4”  

A double-sided facetted stone (approx. 15 x 20mm) to use instead of one of the cabochons mentioned above. 

Bezel Wire, Fine Silver,  28-gauge (Feel free to choose plain, scalloped, or serrated): Once you choose your cabochons, 

bring bezel wire that will complement your choices in both size and style. (*Length -> bring double what you think you 

need just in case you melt one. Height -> no more than one millimeter more than the height of your stone’s edge.)   

*I will teach prong setting in this class but only one of your stones will be prong set. So, bring bezel wire for both in case 

you change your mind on which stone to prong set.  

Sterling Silver Wire, Dead Soft: 

19-gauge ROUND wire, approx. 6-8” (Rio#100319) 

14-gauge SQUARE wire, approx. 12-14” (Rio#100514) 

#4 Low Dome wire, approx. 5” (Rio#100704) 

Sterling Silver, Dead Soft, Sheet Metal: {Rio#100122}  

22-gauge - You will need (2) approx. 2 x 2” sheets for Day 1 [It is most cost effective to buy (1) 6 x 2” sheet if buying 

through RIO. This size should cover both Day 1 & Day 2. If you buy it this way, don’t cut it before you come to class.] How 

much you will use will depend on the sizes of your chosen stones. 

Optional Sterling Silver Casting or charm: 

In my examples I have included a decorative element that is meant to complement the design. You can choose to bring 

one to add to your piece. It needs to be 100% sterling silver or Fine Silver. Not silver plated. Flat backed. Keep in mind 

size in comparison to your stones.  

 

STUDENT MATERIALS LIST // Tiers for Ears // DAY 2 

Stones: 1 Pair of matching cabochons, approx. 10x12mm 

mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/sterling-silver-round-wire-19-ga-dead-soft/100319
mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/sterling-silver-square-wire-14-ga-dead-soft/100514
mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/sterling-silver-4-low-dome-wire-dead-soft/100704
mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/sterling-silver-6-sheet-22-ga-dead-soft-brushed-finish/100122


 

 

Bezel Wire: Fine Silver 28-gauge *See Day 1 Materials list for instructions on size and amount 

Sterling Silver, Dead Soft, Wire: 

20-gauge ROUND wire, approx. 10-12” (Rio#100320) 

Pre-made ear wires or bring additional 20-gauge ROUND wire to make your own. 

5mm Jump Rings (You will need at least 8 - bring extra) 

Sterling Silver, Dead Soft, Sheet Metal: (Rio#100122)  

22-gauge - You will need (1) 2 x 2” sheet for Day 2. See Day 1’s description regarding sheet metal. This will be the final 

third of the 6x2 sheet.  

Silver Dust: Bring in a container of your collected silver dust from sawing. You will need a good amount for the texture 

on the earrings. If you have the spiral shavings that come from drilling into sheet, bring that as well. We will also be 

catching and collecting our dust from day 1 to use, but I would like for you to have more if possible. 

Enamel Sifter, 1/2” dia. preferable, but any size will work {RIO#350022} 

 

// REQUIRED TOOLS FOR BOTH DAYS // 

Pliers: Chain Nose, Round Nose, Flat Nose, Flat/Half Round, Ring Bending Pliers, Wrap and Tap 

Flat sided Ring Mandrel  

Flush Cutters 

Miter Jig (Multiplicity has 3 of these, but feel free to bring your own) 

Rawhide or Nylon mallet 

Steel Bench Block and rubber base 

Ball Peen, Chasing, or Planishing hammer 

Files Cut #2 - flat, half round  

Needle files 

Saw & Blades (2/0 or 3/0) 

Something to catch your silver dust in your lap while you saw - you will need it for day 2 

Cut Lube or Blade Butter 

Digital Caliper 

Tweezers 

Center Punch 

Ring Clamp 

Bezel Rocker/Roller, Prong pusher, Burnisher (Multiplicity has these, but feel free to bring your own) 

Pumice Knife-edge wheel polisher, size medium and mandrels {Rio#332723 & Rio#333120} 

mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/sterling-silver-round-wire-20-ga-dead-soft/100320
mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/sterling-silver-6-sheet-22-ga-dead-soft-brushed-finish/100122
mailto:https://www.riogrande.com/product/plastic-enamel-sifter-1-2-dia/350022


 

 

Foam sanding pads (3M) - Fine, Superfine 

Sketchbook and/or pad of paper 

Pencil and Fine Point Sharpie 

Ruler 

Personal Safety glasses, magnifiers (Multiplicity has Optivisors available for use) 

Circle Template: I will have one or two, but you may want your own. 

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B08FTKDZSP/ref=sw_img_1?smid=AAEDTWA517U80&psc=1 

 

TOOLS/MATERIALS MULTIPLICITY PROVIDES: 

Full solder stations equipped with torches, annealing pans with pumice, grates and charcoal blocks, quench & flux 

Flex shafts 

Pickle, patina, baking soda, tongs, scrub brushes and water bath/bucket 

Tumbler, Hone and highlight, steel shot 

 

SHARED USE TOOLS/MATERIALS PROVIDED BY INSTRUCTOR: 

Circle templates (Multiplicity also has one available for use) 

Flat sided ring mandrel 

 

TOOLS/MATERIALS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE FROM INSTRUCTOR, IF ANY: 

Gemstone (pairs & singles) 

Cabochons 

A small selection of castings 

 

OPTIONAL TOOLS/MATERIALS STUDENTS MAY PROVIDE, IF ANY: 

Cup Burr {RIO#111031} 

Flat sided ring mandrel {https://pepetools.com/products/rosy-revolver-flat-back-forming-mandrel} 

Your makers mark stamp or other stamps to add to the back of your pieces (Multiplicity has a nice selection of metal 

stamps, including letters) 

Additional silver sheet - depending on time, you may choose to texture extra for an additional pair of earrings or to 

make a matching pendant  

 

https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B08FTKDZSP/ref=sw_img_1?smid=AAEDTWA517U80&psc=1
https://www.riogrande.com/product/wire-rounder/111031
https://pepetools.com/products/rosy-revolver-flat-back-forming-mandrel

